Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Clare Crawley
Says She’s ‘Going Through
Things’ After Thanksgiving
with Dale
By Nicole Maher
In the latest celebrity news, former Bachelorette Clare
Crawley alluded to some troubles in her celebrity relationship
with Dale Moss after the pair spent this Thanksgiving
together. According to UsMagazine.com, Crawley provided
insight into the issues of their relationship in an Instagram
caption, and explained how being a reality television star
does not “exempt” her from having real emotions. The pair made
history after getting engaged after just two weeks on the show
this past season.
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Cupid’s Advice:
Every relationship is bound to run into issues at some point,
whether it is early-on or after some time. While tough to
navigate, these issues can point you to the areas of your

relationship that need some more attention. If you are looking
for some signs that your relationship needs help, Cupid has
some advice for you:
1. You’ve stopped trying to problem-solve: In a healthy
relationship, most issues are addressed with problem-solving
and compromise. However, if these issues have caused you to
avoid discussing possible solutions and led you to avoid the
topic altogether, then it is a sign that your relationship
needs help. Looking for new areas of compromise or different
communication strategies may help you work through this rocky
period.
Related Link: Celebrity News: New ‘Bachelorette’ Tayshia Adams
Defends Contestants After Taking Over for Clare Crawley
2. You’ve purposely spent less time together: Everyone needs a
break from the partner occasionally, even if it is just for a
few hours. But if you find yourself looking for extra
opportunities to spend some time away from your partner, it
may be a sign that your relationship needs help. This person
should be considered a safe-space in your life, not someone
you are looking to avoid.
Related Link: Celebrity News: DeAnna Pappas Hints At Clare
Crawley’s Relationship Status with Dale Moss
3. You have fundamental differences: Especially in newer
relationships, it can be exciting when you have a lot in
common with your partner, but challenging when you start
discovering differences. Large fundamental differences, such
as desired living situations and future ideas of marriage and
children, can reveal areas of your relationship that need
help. If both partners are willing to compromise in some
areas, it could easily become a resolved issue.
What are some other signs that a relationship needs help?
Start a conversation in the comments below.

Celebrity
News:
New
‘Bachelorette’ Tayshia Adams
Defends Contestants After
Taking Over for Clare Crawley
By Nicole Maher
In the latest celebrity news, new The Bachelorette Tayshia
Adams defended the character of the remaining male contestants
after taking over for Clare Crawley. According to EOnline.com,
Adams described the men as “phenomenal” while discussing the
season on the Bachelor Happy Hour podcast. The reality tv star
describes that during Crawley’s time on the show, very few of
the men had the opportunity to express their personalities,
which changes as the season advances with Adams.

In celebrity news, Tayshia defended
the men on her season of The
Bachelorette after taking over for
Clare. What are some ways to find
love in an unusual setting?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even if we are not planning on going on a dating television
show, it is still possible to find love in unconventional
settings. However, these settings may cause us to feel closed

off or skeptical. If you are looking for some ways to find
love in an unusual setting, Cupid has some advice for you:
1. Drop preconceived ideas: When we find ourselves in a new
setting, we often have preconceived ideas about what the
people and experiences will be like once we arrive. In order
to give the idea of finding love a fair chance, it is
important to get rid of those preconceptions. Having a clean
slate and open mind is the best way to find love in unusual
situations.
Related Link: Celebrity News: DeAnna Pappas Hints At Clare
Crawley’s Relationship Status with Dale Moss
2. Don’t force anything: Sometimes when approaching a
situation with the hope of finding love, we may
unintentionally feel ourselves trying to force a connection.
Even in unusual settings, it is better to let things progress
naturally. Make sure that the person you are finding interest
in is someone you would want present in your normal life as
well, and not simply the best option out of the people around
you.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelor’ Colton
Underwood Says Cassie Randolph Dropped Restraining Order
3. Take advantage of your time there: Whether your unusual
setting is a business trip or simply your local gym, it is
important to take advantage of the time you have there. If you
are looking to find love, use every opportunity to talk to the
people around rather than waiting for them to approach you. By
using your time wisely, you’ll open as many doors as possible
for potential bonds.
What are some other ways to find love in an unusual setting?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Tayshia Adams
Replaces Clare Crawley On
‘The Bachelorette’
By Alycia Williams
In latest celebrity news, Clare Crawley is being replaced by
reality TV star Tayshia Adams on The Bachelorette, and sources
say it’s been Crawley found love early and didn’t want to
continue filming. According to EOnline.com, the producers have
told her that the season will still lead with Crawley and her
short-lived journey, and will show Crawley falling in love
with one of her suitors. Crawley will then conclude her
journey and announce that Adams is the lead.

In celebrity news, Tayshia Adams is
replacing Clare Crawley as The
Bachelorette mid-season. How do you
know you’ve found ‘the one’ and
should stop dating around?
Cupid’s Advice:
When dating, finding the one is always the main goal, but
knowing if you found the right one can be hard to determine.
If you’re looking for ways to know if you’ve found the perfect
person for you, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Your’e comfortable and vulnerable with them: You know
you’ve found a keeper when you’re vulnerable enough to share
your hidden hurts and pains and they handle that information
with care and empathy. You should be able to be yourself
around them 24/7 and they should love every part of you.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Sophia Bush & Grant Hughes
Get Cozy in Masks as They Step Out in Malibu Together
2. You don’t want to date anyone else: When you don’t feel the
urge to see someone else, that is a good indication that you
are with the one. When you feel like everything you need in a
partner lies in your current partner, then the search is over.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Clare Crawley Is Announced as
Seaon 16 ‘Bachelorette’
3. You tolerate their flaws: If you know the worst thing about
someone and you able to acknowledge it and be ok with it, that
is another hint that this person is right for you. You’ve
recognized that you’re partner has flaws, but you’re willing
to help them with it rather than ignore it.
What are some other ways you know that you’ve found the one?
Start a conversation in the comments below!
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By Diana Iscenko
In the latest celebrity news, ABC has announced the
contestants for the newest season of The Bachelorette. This
season’s reality TV star is Clare Crawley, the runner-up from
Juan Pablo Galavis’ season of The Bachelor. Crawley initially
had a different group of suitors for Season 16, but production
was pushed back due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and they had to
be re-cast. Production is slated to start in the fall.

In celebrity news, the guys for
Clare Crawley’s season of The
Bachelorette have been revealed.
What are some unique ways to go
about meeting a love interest?
Cupid’s Advice:
While we can’t all have The Bachelorette experience, we can
still step out of our comfort zones to meet new potential
partners. If you’re over swiping on dating apps and being set
up with friends of friends, Cupid has some advice for you.
1. Do things alone: While going out with friends might be your
default, it’s hard for a new person to approach your group.
Taking yourself out can help you meet fun, new people that you
normally wouldn’t. If you’re nervous about going out alone,
ease into it by bringing a book or a journal with you.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Clare Crawley Is Announced as
Season 16 ‘Bachelorette’

2. Start volunteering: Find a cause your passionate about and
volunteer your time. You’ll meet plenty of new people that you
already have something in common with. You’ll likely talk to
these people while volunteering, so it won’t be as daunting to
start a conversation.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Clare Crawley
Explains Why She Kept Dress from Juan Pablo Galavis Breakup
3. Walk your (or a friend’s) dog: As weird as it may sound,
dogs are a great conversation starter. Going on walks or
visiting the park will give you the opportunity to talk to new
people. Having a dog will make you seem more approachable.
What’s a better excuse to talk to someone than wanting to pet
their dog?
What are some ways you put yourself out there? Start a
conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Clare Crawley
Explains Why She Kept Dress
from
Juan
Pablo
Galavis
Breakup
By Ellie Rice
In the latest celebrity news, soon to be Bachelorette Clare
Crawley shared a throwback picture with fans on Instagram.

Posting to her story, Crawley revealed that she kept her
iconic finale dress from her breakup with Juan Pablo Galavis.
According to EOnline.com, she held onto the dress for its
custom design and because that scene was the most empowering
moment of her life. Fans may remember this dramatic episode as
Crawley stood her ground and told Galavis exactly how she felt
about him. We love a woman who isn’t afraid to speak her mind
and can’t wait to see her journey for love unfold next season!

In celebrity news, Clare Crawley
talks about keeping her dress
because she wore it during the most
empowering moment of her life. What
are some ways to remain empowered
in your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Every relationship
to understand your
looking for ways to
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comes with challenges, but it’s important
worth and voice your opinions. If you’re
feel empowered in your relationship, Cupid
you:

1. Stay vocal: Always communicate with your partner openly and
transparently. Voice your feelings to them so you are both on
the same page about where you stand in your relationship.
Don’t be afraid to initial hard conversations and always stand
your ground. Being forthcoming and honest will create a
consistently healthy environment where you will feel empowered
and appreciated.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Clare Crawley Is Announced as
Seaon 16 ‘Bachelorette’

2. Keep your independence: Even though you are in a committed
relationship and sharing a lot of things with your partner,
that doesn’t mean that everything has to be done together.
It’s important to keep your individuality when in a
relationship so you are growing personally and together. Be
sure you’re making time for your friends and hobbies as these
are important aspects of your personal life.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelorette’ Andi
Dorfman Calls Juan Pablo Season ‘Stupidest Thing I’ve Ever
Been a Part Of’
3. Learn to say no: Don’t be afraid to say no to things in
your relationship. If you feel overwhelmed and like you’re
spreading yourself too thin, speak up. Your partner may not
realize how much they are asking of you, so it’s important to
set healthy boundaries.
How do you stay empowered in your relationship? Start a
conversation in the comments below.

Celebrity Wedding: Surprise!
‘Bachelor
Winter
Games’
Couple Clare Crawley & Benoit
Beauséjour-Savard Are Engaged
By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Bachelor Winter Games couple Clare
Crawley and Benoit Beauséjour-Savard are now engaged. The pair

has secretly been dating off-camera since the end of the show.
This is such a surprise because the last time we heard,
Crawley wasn’t into Beauséjour-Savard the way that he was into
her. Now, clearly things have changed! The celebrity
engagement occurred at the The Bachelor: Winter Games World
Tells All special. We have a celebrity wedding to look forward
to in the future!

Well, this soon-to-be celebrity
wedding is a surprise! What are
some ways to know you’ve found “the
one”?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is such an amazing feeling when you realize that you have
found the person that you wish to spend the rest of your life
with. Here are some tips to help you come to this realization:
1. You just love spending time together: Sometimes it’s as
simple as that. Your partner should be your best friend. If
you love doing everything and anything with your partner, than
that is a good indicator that you guys could be in it for the
long run.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Michelle Williams Is Engaged
to Andrew Youmans
2. You have similar goals: It is always beneficial to be
verbal about where you would like to go in the future. If you
and your partner have discussed your visions of the future
together and they are similar, than that is a good sign. Do
you both want to have two children? Do you both want to live
in the suburbs? Both of your thoughts and goals don’t have to
be exactly the same, but they should definitely be pretty

similar.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Gwyneth Paltrow & Brad
Falchuk Confirm Engagement
3. They bring out your true, best colors: When you have found
“the one”, you will definitely be able to be your true self
around them. It will just feel right. Not only will you feel
comfortable being yourself around them, but they will help you
to be your best self around them. You both will truly bask in
each others light.
How else can you know if you’ve found “the one”? Comment
below!

‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Drama:
AshLee
Frazier
Says
She
Wishes She Could Take Back
Quarrel With Clare Crawley
By Sarah Batcheller
Audiences were left with mouths agape and eyes wide after last
night’s episode of Bachelor in Paradise. As the competition
heightens in Tulum, Mexico, the ladies are baring their claws
and bringing some World War III-style drama to the tiki hut.
In particular, reality TV star AshLee Frazier has left
everyone shuddering in fear…and well, we hate to say we told
you so!

Exclusive Celebrity Interview about
Bachelor in Paradise Drama
In our exclusive celebrity interview with the Texas native on
Aug. 5, Frazier admitted that she stirred the pot in paradise,
informing us, “There’s a little quarrel that happens with me
and another cast member. Unfortunately, I wish
it didn’t happen, but it did. I wish I could take that part
back, for sure.” Regardless of the drama, sources tell us
that Capital L stays for the entire BIP season.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor’ Contestant AshLee Frazier and Game
Inventor Rob Ridgeway Sing for Love at Match.com Event
Clare Crawley, who is currently coupled with Zack Kalter (a
contestant from Desiree Hartsock’s season of The
Bachelorette), lashed back at Frazier after finding
out
that the Houston fashionista was bad-mouthing Crawley to her
man. While sharing a hammock, Frazier dished to Kalter
about Crawley’s rumored sexual rendezvous with Juan Pablo
Galavis (from The Bachelor Season 18, when Crawley finished as
the runner-up) and called her “cuckoo” in an effort to change
Kalter’s mind about his budding relationship and love with
Crawley. She didn’t realize until after the damage was done
that a hidden camera captured her every word.
Frazier’s move may have been less about a vendetta against
Crawley (who asked Frazier’s BIP beau Graham Bunn on a date on
the first episode) and more about closing in on Kalter. In our
previous interview with Frazier, she stated, “The whole point
of going to paradise was to meet Graham. There were no
ulterior motives.” But a source close to us says that
Frazier was good friends with Kalter before going on the show
and that she may have had a desire to “team with him” if
things didn’t work out with Bunn.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star AshLee Frazier: “My

Goal Was to Know Graham Bunn”
In tonight’s episode, audiences will witness what happens
after Bunn refuses a rose from Frazier, walks off, and is
followed by ex-girlfriend-turned-bestie Michelle Money. What’s
interesting about this turn of events is that Frazier
previously told us that she enjoyed her time with Money and
that the single celebrity mom gave Frazier her blessing to go
after Bunn.
We haven’t seen any developing friendships between Frazier and
the other girls, but her closest ally is yet to
arrive; Christy Hansen from Juan Pablo’s season shows
up tonight. “When Christy comes in the house, she is such a
doll,” Frazier shared. “She and I become really good friends.
It’s so nice to make a really good friend.” We can’t wait to
see all the new match-ups!
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@ashleefrazier. Don’t forget to catch her and the rest of the
cast on Mondays at 8/7c on ABC. Plus, a special episode airs
TONIGHT at 8/7c!

‘Bachelor
in
Paradise’
Newcomer & Reality TV Star
Chris Bukowski: “Paradise
Wasn’t Paradise For Me”

By Sarah Batcheller
We followed-up with Bachelor in Paradise contestant Chris
Bukowski about his arrival to Tulum, Mexico and the stir he
caused on his first night there. For those of you who haven’t
been watching, the four-time Bachelor franchise veteran went
on what appeared to be a great date with Clare Crawley and
ended the evening with a controversial ocean frolic and a lot
of kissing with Elise Mosca. “After the whole makeout session,
I don’t think Clare and I spoke another word to each other,”
the reality TV star says in our celebrity interview.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star Chris Bukowski Says
Dates with Elise Mosca Were “Spectacular”

Reality TV Contestant Opens
About Relationships and Love

Up

Bukowski, a master at making a memorable first impression,
arrived with a date card and asked Crawley to spend a day of
pampering with him. The heartbreaker left her looking all
giddy and happy, despite the warning about him that she got
from the others. He confirms, “Clare and I had a great date,
and I do regret not pursuing our relationship and love
further, but at the time, it seemed like there was no romantic
connection there.”
The real chemistry he felt on Bachelor in Paradise was with
Mosca, who had already formed a connection with Dylan Petit.
But when asked if it was love at first sight, he says, “I
didn’t have an instant attraction to Elise. I barely knew who
she was. The two girls I was initially considering taking on
the date were Clare and Lacy Faddoul.”
We all know that there’s more to these love triangles than
what reality TV reveals. And although the show paints Bukowski

as the bad boy, he maintains that he’s better than that. “I
don’t think anyone will ever be happy with editing, but at
this point, it’s all pretty funny to me. Can’t take this stuff
too seriously!”
At the end of the episode, he receives a default rose from
Mosca (after she was rejected by Petit and gave an awkward
speech about what women “deserve” in a partner), but he
assures us that what we saw go down on Bachelor of Paradise
wasn’t that dramatic. “Dylan and I squashed the whole thing at
the rose ceremony, but that wasn’t shown,” the restaurant
owner shares in our celebrity interview.

Celebrity Interview with Bachelor
in Paradise Star
You may have noticed on episode 2 that Bukowski wasn’t hanging
out with the rest of the cast while Petit took Sarah Herron on
a one-on-one date. It turns out that he was further courting
his new crush: “I definitely hung out with Elise more than
what viewers saw. I actually setup a makeshift date on the
beach that wasn’t aired.”
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Contestant and Hopeless Romantic
Chris Bukowski Wants His “Fairytale Ending”
As much as we love Bukowski for adding some spice to the
season, it doesn’t look like a good start to “happily ever
after” for the Bachelor in Paradise newcomer. Although he
won’t reveal any teasers about next week’s episode, he does
leave us with this closing thought: “I didn’t feel the need to
be there any more. Paradise wasn’t paradise for me…” According
to sources, he’ll excuse himself next week and leave paradise.
Back home, Bukowski watched the show with former
Bachelor/Bachelorette contestants Jaclyn Swartz, Christy
Hansen (who will be arriving in paradise soon), and some other

friends.
We can’t wait to see what happens next Monday night!
Keep up with Chris on Twitter @ChrisJBukowski. Be sure to tune
in to Bachelor in Paradise on Monday nights at 8/7c on ABC!

